PART TIME GLAM STAFF JOB POSTING

Wouldn’t you love a job where your #1 responsibility is to be the life of the party?

That’s exactly what being a Glama Gal Spa Host is all about. Our hosts embody the Glama Gal motto ("Be Positive, Be Confident and Be YOU!") and help each special girl who walks through our doors embrace it, too.

Our hosts welcome tween girls (from ages 3 to 16, really) to day spa services, parties, camps and workshops and their main goal is to make each and every single one of our guests feel confident and valued! Our hosts are friendly, and take an interest in boosting the self-confidence and esteem of our young guests. They embrace fun, and beauty from the inside.

Do you love promoting positivity? Do you love sweet spa fragrances, sparkles and giggles? Are you available evenings and weekends to join a team of supportive, engaging, fun and encouraging staff? You could be the next addition to our glamtastic team!

Ideal GLAM Qualifications

- Paint little nails neatly – current aesthetics or recent program graduate
- Be cheerful and conversational with tweens
- Embrace your fun side to entertain guests
- Enjoy crafts and coming up with fun, new ideas
- Dance to pop hits like nobody is watching, even though the eyes of adoring tweens will be on you!
- Current ECE or Education student or recent ECE or Education graduate
- Embrace and model our motto: ""Be Positive, Be Confident and Be YOU!"

GLAM Responsibilities

As a Glama Gal, you are responsible for making each and every guest feel special. You are responsible for creating smiles and laughter. Glama Gals must make sure every girl is looked after whether it be having a belly full of cupcakes and pinkatinis to a flawless pedicure. You will project a sense of happiness and positivity, while hosting a party and performing spa procedures such as manicures, pedicures, facials, hair and makeup. Ensure safety and procedures of the Glama Gal system are met at all times. And the biggest, largest, most VIP responsibility is that you ensure that you and our guests have the best time ever.
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